This is a most welcome introduction to ancient medicine in French, written in collaboration by two renowned specialists in the field. The book comprises three sections: a historical outline of ancient medicine (pp. 1--78), supplemented by two intriguing sections on, respectively, material (pp. 79--108) and literary evidence (pp. 109--18).

Part of the first section, by Helen King, was published in English as a book in 2001 (*Greek and Roman medicine*, London, 2001), and translated into French by Véronique Dasen; the last two pieces are Dasen\'s work. King\'s account of Greek and Roman medicine combines both chronological and thematic chapters, which, at first sight, may look a bit odd, but covers most aspects of the question. King starts with the origins of Greek medicine, then moves to Hippocratic medicine, and devotes an entire chapter to the plague of Athens and the account given by Thucydides. The next three chapters deal with Hellenistic and Roman medicine, with (brief) emphasis on Galen in chapter 6. Finally, she devotes the last three chapters to therapeutics, women and the fate of ancient medicine. King provides key insights into various aspects of ancient medicine, particularly about sex and gender. Another point of interest for modern readers is her constant attention to the continuing connections between ancient and modern medicine: King sheds light on the profound changes that started affecting medical theory from the Renaissance onwards, until the recent genetic "mapping out" of the human body (2003). She also explains how current medical practice is indebted to the Hippocratic approach to the patient. Readers, however, may feel slightly frustrated, as all these points are made *en passant*. Nevertheless, this will certainly encourage further reading on the issue of the survival and ongoing relevance of ancient medicine.

The second section, devoted to medicine and iconography, makes the book stand out among the handbooks on medicine: few are the volumes offering so many quality illustrations with insightful discussion of their significance. Véronique Dasen uses here some of her favourite material, like the medieval picture of Siamese twins separated by Byzantine doctors. Her comments reveal the interest of ancient pictures for our understanding of the ancients' vision of the human body: pictures involving Greek sacrificial rituals, in particular, provide an interesting point of comparison with our early texts on anatomy. Religion, to some extent, shaped the classical medical approach to the human body. Dasen comments on Greek vases as well as votive objects and manuscript illuminations, in a clear and lively style. The last section of the book includes ten texts from ancient medical authors, five by Hippocrates, one by Celsus, one by Aretaeus, two by Galen and one by Gargilius Martialis. This part of the book is perhaps less convincing, as a selection of texts should include much more in order to provide a significant insight. Dasen, however, justifies her choices in a brief preliminary description of the selected items, regardless of the pre-eminence of a given author: it is, in a way, a brave decision to include only two short passages from Galen\'s massive works. The point of this book, anyway, is not to be exhaustive, but to give a taste of ancient medicine to students and a lay audience. Overall, this very pedagogical introduction to medicine reflects rather well recent research tendencies in ancient medicine, and lays a welcome emphasis on the authors' shared interest in representations of the body and gender in medical history. It will bridge a gap in the French-speaking literature on the subject, where considerations of this sort are rarely seen outside the pages of specialist articles.
